Current and emerging biomarkers of frailty in the elderly
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Abstract: The term “frailty” is used to describe a subset of older adults who appear weaker and more vulnerable than their age-matched counterparts, despite having similar comorbidities, demography, sex, and age. The diagnosis of frailty is usually clinical and based on specific criteria, which are sometimes inconsistent. Therefore, there is an increasing need to identify and validate robust biomarkers for this condition. In this review, we summarize current evidence on the validity and practicality of the most commonly used biomarkers for frailty, while also comparing them with new upcoming strategies to identify this condition.
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Introduction

For several years, medical practitioners have used the term “frailty” to describe a subset of older adults that appear weaker and more vulnerable than their age-matched counterparts, despite having similar comorbidities, demography, sex, and age.1 With regard to the clinical diagnosis of frailty, the operational definition proposed by Fried et al2 is based on five criteria. The presence of one or two criteria was defined as “prefrailty” and three or more criteria as frailty. Although this definition remains the most solid parameter used in clinical practice,3,4 some components of this phenotype are more relevant than others, thus limiting its applicability in multiple clinical settings.5

To overcome the limitations of these criteria, several groups have proposed new diagnostic criteria. Among these proposed diagnostic tools, the Frailty Index proposed by Rockwood et al6 has received growing acceptance as an alternative method of identifying frail older persons.7 This index is a count of 70 clinical deficits and includes the presence and severity of current diseases, ability in the activities of daily living, and physical and neurological signs on clinical examination. In addition, each deficit is scored according to severity or frequency of the problem. Despite both Fried et al’s and Rockwood et al’s criteria identifying prefrailty and frailty in the clinical setting, their validity to predict and recognize progression from robust or prefrail to frail is still limited.

The lack of a unique operational definition for frailty and the complex underlying pathophysiology make the development of biomarkers for this condition extremely challenging. Indeed, the current definitional ambiguities of frailty impact the accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity of individual biomarkers proposed so far.8 The most popular circulating markers are those related to the inflammatory response (eg, C-reactive protein [CRP], IL6, and tumor necrosis factor alpha [TNFα]). Other proposed biomarkers include clinical parameters (eg, hemoglobin, glomerular filtration rate, and albumin), hormones...
(eg, dehydroepiandrosterone [DHEA] sulfate, testosterone, insulin-like growth factor-1 [IGF1] and vitamin D [VitD]), products of oxidative damage (eg, advanced glycation end products, protein carbonyls, and oxidized low-density lipoproteins), or antioxidants (eg, sirtuins and α-tocopherol).8–10However, the major limitation of these biomarkers is that most are also considered biological markers of aging;10 therefore, alterations in serum levels could also be associated with the aging process per se, independently of the presence of frailty. In addition, most of these proposed biomarkers are able to capture only single aspects of the conditions, are weak predictors of disease progression (eg, from prefrail to frail), or are poorly associated with clinically meaningful outcomes (ie, disability).

However, the major limitation of these biomarkers is that most are also considered biological markers of aging;10 therefore, alterations in serum levels could also be associated with the aging process per se, independently of the presence of frailty. In addition, most of these proposed biomarkers are able to capture only single aspects of the conditions, are weak predictors of disease progression (eg, from prefrail to frail), or are poorly associated with clinically meaningful outcomes (ie, disability).

In this review, we summarize the present evidence on current and upcoming biomarkers for frailty (Figure 1) and their advantages, disadvantages, validity, and predictive value. As life expectancy increases worldwide, the prevalence and clinical consequences of frailty will increase rapidly. Therefore, early diagnosis of frailty and timely interventions to prevent poor outcomes (eg, disability, falls, fractures) is crucial.

**Frailty and inflammation: cause and effect, or two sides of the same pathological coin?**

Inflammation has been associated with the aging process, purported as a key physiological mechanism in the gradual decline over the life span.11 It follows logically that an acceleration of this low-grade inflammatory activity could provide an underlying cause of frailty syndrome. This hypothesis has driven research into several common inflammatory markers and their relationship to frailty for use as biomarkers to aid in diagnosis and track progression of the syndrome. Most of the research in this area has centered on IL6, CRP, and TNFα. IL6 and TNFα are cytokines closely involved with the acute-phase inflammatory response produced by a wide range of human cells, including macrophages, myocytes, and adipocytes. Increasing levels of these cytokines have been shown to be associated with frailty by several authors,12–19 making them attractive targets for screening and monitoring of the condition. Increased levels of IL6 and TNFα have also been demonstrated to correlate with a number of important components of frailty, including decreased muscle mass,20
grip strength,\textsuperscript{21,22} and bone mass,\textsuperscript{23} as well as depression.\textsuperscript{24} This systemic role of these inflammatory cytokines in multiple components of the frailty phenotype strengthens their case for inclusion as key biomarkers. Similarly, CRP is another target of interest for those seeking to identify a serum measure of the inflammatory process involved in frailty. A by-product of the acute-phase reaction, CRP levels increase in the presence of inflammation. Similarly to IL6 and TNF\textsubscript{α}, increased levels of CRP have been shown to correlate with frailty\textsuperscript{14,25–28} and other conditions closely linked to it, such as osteoporosis.\textsuperscript{29} These markers are simple to measure and correlate not only with frailty but with negative patient outcomes and comorbidities, providing insight to the systemic effects of the syndrome. However, inflammatory biomarkers have been shown to be unable to predict the transition of patients from robust to prefrail and frail.\textsuperscript{30–32}

While IL6, TNF\textsubscript{α}, and CRP have been used in clinical trials as potential biomarkers of existing frailty, their usefulness in early identification, risk stratification, and prevention has been shown to be limited. These inflammatory markers are aspecific, meaning that they give little understanding of the underlying processes involved in the development of frailty or insight into a specific patient’s condition. This means that while they provide some diagnostic value, their future role in the ongoing management of a patient is questionable, as they cannot be used to measure such variables as muscle or bone degeneration, metabolic or hormonal decline, or progression toward disability. Additionally, all three are increased in a vast range of inflammatory, neoplastic, or infectious conditions, leaving them unable to provide reliable diagnostic information on their own, and as these markers have been shown to increase with age,\textsuperscript{33} clear cutoff points are required for accurate use; however, these have not yet been defined. In addition, confounding factors and inconsistent results in prospective studies dampen their ability to allow for screening and prevention of the progression into frailty. This is critically limiting, due to the low likelihood of progression from an established frail state back into a robust one, making their eventual utilization as a screening tool unlikely.

**Hormonal changes: not just for teenagers**

As the human body ages, a range of key hormonal changes occur, resulting in functional deterioration across a range of connected physiological systems. Much like the markers of inflammation, changes in the endocrine system provide a logical basis for the decline into frailty. Due to the phenotypic changes of frailty being so commonly characterized by its musculoskeletal profile, much of the research drawing links with changes in the endocrine system has focused on hormones with established effects on the bone and muscular systems. These include testosterone and its precursor DHEA, parathyroid hormone (PTH), VitD, and IGF1.

The human gonadal hormones are vital anabolic factors in musculoskeletal physiology, and their age-linked decline is well understood. As the development of skeletal fragility is closely associated with the decline in these hormones, as well as being a key part of the manifestation of frailty, their monitoring can provide key information on patient functional decline. A decrease in testosterone levels has been associated with frailty in both men\textsuperscript{34,35} and women.\textsuperscript{35,36} Indeed, testosterone-replacement therapy has been shown to have a beneficial effect on the physical manifestations of frailty, increasing muscle and bone mass,\textsuperscript{37} though some have reported no overall effect on function.\textsuperscript{38,39} While this implies a functional relationship between the two, some other studies have cast doubt on the relationship, finding no correlation,\textsuperscript{40} or only in women.\textsuperscript{36} Additionally, there is a small amount of evidence to suggest that testosterone could be used to screen for and predict frailty in men.\textsuperscript{34}

In an attempt to find a more consistent measure between sexes, DHEA has also been examined in frail patients. As DHEA is the precursor to both testosterone and estrogen, its circulating level is more similar in men and women than testosterone, though its role in pathology between sexes has still been shown to differ.\textsuperscript{41} As seen in testosterone, lower levels of DHEA are associated with increasing rates of frailty,\textsuperscript{16,42} and its supplementation can improve musculoskeletal symptoms of the condition.\textsuperscript{43,44} Another study in older women found that low levels in either hormone had no significant correlation with frailty, but accumulation of multiple anabolic deficiencies was strongly predictive for it.\textsuperscript{45} While these two androgens appear to have a weak correlation with frailty, it is difficult to conclude whether it is a parallel manifestation of the same condition or a causative factor for the syndrome. Additionally, differences in biology between men and women make them more difficult to research and apply clinically.

Hyperparathyroidism is a known factor in musculoskeletal fragility,\textsuperscript{46} suggesting a possible link to frailty that has been explored with variable results. Some studies have shown increased levels of PTH to correlate with frailty;\textsuperscript{47,48} however, other studies have found that there was no
relationship,\textsuperscript{49,50} casting doubt on its ability to predict and diagnose frailty. Despite unclear evidence for a role in the diagnosis or prediction of frailty, PTH does appear to have the capacity for identification of mortality and morbidity in frailty. It has been shown to be an independent predictor of time to fall in frail men and women in aged-care facilities, something of major concern in these patients.\textsuperscript{31} It has also been demonstrated that even subtle elevations in PTH levels are correlated with 2-year all-cause mortality in very frail patients with poor prognosis.\textsuperscript{52} While further research is required to examine the relationship between PTH and frailty and fully explore its ability to predict morbidity and mortality, it does hold some promise of utility in managing these complex patients.

In an increasingly sedentary population, VitD deficiency is becoming highly prevalent and is attracting significant attention from clinicians and researchers. Considered a hormone more than a vitamin, circulating levels of VitD are well established as a vital element in a wide range of physiological processes, including musculoskeletal development and maintenance, mood regulation, and autoimmune disease, among others. Low levels of VitD have been shown to correlate with increased rates of frailty,\textsuperscript{31,53–55} as well as correlating strongly with the transition into frailty and prefrailty.\textsuperscript{31,56} Indeed, VitD supplementation could cause a reversal from prefrail to robust, but not from frail to prefrail, providing some evidence of a mechanistic relationship between the two.\textsuperscript{57} Despite these promising findings, VitD is a challenging biomarker, due to its highly variable normal range. Wide variation is seen in circulating VitD levels among seasons, geographical areas, and racial groups, limiting its clinical usability. Additionally, there is widespread dissent over what are considered healthy and unhealthy circulating levels of the hormone. These issues make the identification of a specific diagnostic value of VitD deficiency in frailty a daunting task.

IGF1 is a hormone with key functions in anabolic processes in a wide range of body tissues, and deficiency is associated with a host of manifestations, many of which are shared by frailty. This makes it a logical target for investigation in frailty, as both a causative factor and a screening tool. Low levels of IGF1 have been correlated with higher incidence of frailty\textsuperscript{16,58} or such components of frailty as sarcopenia;\textsuperscript{59} however, other studies refute this connection.\textsuperscript{31} The relationship between IGF1 and frailty, while logical, requires further analysis to elucidate fully. It is possible that the decreases in IGF1 are due to other physiological changes in the frail patient. For example, it has been shown that increases in TNF\textgreek{alpha} have reciprocal decreases in IGF1,\textsuperscript{50} potentially a relationship reflected in frailty.

Hormonal biomarkers have several major strengths over other types of serum analysis in the diagnosis and monitoring of frailty. Hormone-function tests are simple, already in widespread use, and have a well-evidenced series of parameters describing normal and abnormal results. Additionally, they give some indication of an underlying mechanism for the condition, while at the same time assisting with a diagnosis. Endocrine dysregulation has a well-documented series of physiological effects, so treatment strategies can be applied to a specific patient’s frailty presentation. Some hormonal biomarkers appear to have some capacity for screening and prediction of a transition into prefrailty and frailty, providing essential early intervention and treatment. However, before they can be translated effectively into clinical use, further research is required to confirm their relationships to the syndrome, establish effective cutoff points for all patient demographics, and identify their ability to predict onset and transition through the different stages of frailty.

**Glucose dysregulation: not as sweet as it seems**

Metabolic dysregulation is becoming an issue of increasing concern in healthcare systems globally. As increasing numbers of people become diabetic, the burden of its associated complications become harder to bear. While most commonly associated with cardiovascular and neurological complications, increasing evidence has begun to identify the onset of frailty as a new sequela of the disease. This knowledge has prompted investigation into the markers of metabolism to inform and predict the onset of frailty in older adults, as well as to identify new avenues to prevent its onset. The most promising of these is glycated hemoglobin (HbA\textsubscript{1c}). HbA\textsubscript{1c} is a commonly employed measure in diabetes management, used to estimate the average plasma-glucose level over the previous 3 months. As plasma-glucose concentrations increase, there is a reciprocal rise in the amount that binds to hemoglobin, providing a way to measure how much blood sugar a red blood cell has encountered over its 3-month life span. HbA\textsubscript{1c} has been shown a number of times to indicate risk of frailty, as well as correlating with greater incidence of the syndrome.\textsuperscript{61–64} HbA\textsubscript{1c} is a simple laboratory test that is done regularly in geriatric and general practice settings, and it is not subject to the fluctuations associated with many other tests of glucose regulation, strengthening the case for its use as a frailty biomarker. However, it has not yet been shown to have the capacity to predict the transition from robust to
prefrail or prefrail to frail, making it unable to be used as a screening tool. Additionally, it has not been shown to correlate with poorer frailty outcomes or disability. Indeed, much lower HbA1c levels have been associated with increased falls in the frail elderly,\textsuperscript{65} confusing the picture on the relationship between glycemic control and outcomes in these patients.

**Aging blood: circulating hallmarks of frailty**

A range of commonly used serum markers have been evaluated for potential relationships with frailty that could be exploited to assist in early diagnosis and intervention. One hypothesis on the pathogenesis of frailty suggests a systemic dysregulation of protein synthesis and metabolism as part of the underlying process resulting in its presentation. Serum-protein levels are well understood and offer a simple insight into the functional status of the patient’s hematological system. While a wide range of serum markers have been investigated, hemoglobin, glomerular filtration rate, and albumin levels are particularly noteworthy as potential indicators of frailty.

A decrease in the level of circulating hemoglobin,\textsuperscript{66–69} albumin,\textsuperscript{70,71} and low glomerular filtration rate\textsuperscript{72} have been shown by several authors to correlate with the incidence of frailty. These markers also correlate symptomatically with some of the key symptoms of frailty, such as exhaustion and muscle weakness, and likely contribute to the poor outcomes of patients with the condition. While these biomarkers may be well correlated with the incidence of frailty, their relationship with several comorbidities common in the elderly makes their use more challenging as a standalone indicator of frailty.

Researchers have also hypothesized that the onset of frailty may stem from an accelerated accumulation of cellular damage through oxidation processes. This has led to several studies investigating both increased levels of oxidative markers and lower antioxidant concentrations in identifying the disease. Indicators of oxidation, such as advanced glycation end products, protein carbonyls, oxidized lipoproteins, and antioxidant deficiencies, have been associated with frailty,\textsuperscript{18,73–75} and a number of its components, such as sarcopenia\textsuperscript{76,77} and decreased gait speed.\textsuperscript{78–80}

While these markers have shown promise in utilization, they all suffer similar flaws and challenges on the path to clinical use. The major challenge associated with their use is that the changes associated with frailty are also largely associated with the normal aging process. This blurs the line between a normal and abnormal result for a patient of a given age, making clear cutoff points to indicate the onset or progression of disease challenging to determine. They are also associated with very common comorbidities, leading to a wide range of confounding variables. Additionally, their individual associations with frailty are also typically weak, likely reflecting the complex multisystem pathophysiology underpinning the condition. While this has prompted many to include a diagnostic panel of markers with stronger associations,\textsuperscript{80,81} more research is required to explore the utility of this approach fully. These flaws continue to drive research into better methods of predicting and diagnosing frailty, with a growing body of research moving into new fields of biological research.

**Circulating osteoprogenitor cells: new biomarkers for frailty**

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are providing new avenues for cell-based therapy in the renewal of damaged or diseased tissue, due to their capacity to maintain multipotency into various cell types and proliferate broadly in vitro.\textsuperscript{82,83} Although resident MSCs, which are found in almost all tissues when they undergo a repair process and renewal, are well documented and intensively studied,\textsuperscript{84} the role of circulating MSCs is still yet to be explored. Since circulating MSCs were initially identified by Friedenstein et al 40 years ago,\textsuperscript{85} very few researchers have brought to attention and characterized these cells in terms of their biological properties, adherence, and osteogenic potential.\textsuperscript{86,87} Resident MSCs obtained from bone marrow by aspiration are typically low in number and lack superiority, eg, studies have shown that the quality of MSCs obtained from the spine and iliac crest present with reduced capacity of differentiation and function when compared to MSCs obtained from other regions, such as the femur.\textsuperscript{88,89} This has been the rationale behind several studies that have isolated MSCs from various tissue types, such as umbilical cord blood,\textsuperscript{90} adipose tissue,\textsuperscript{91} peripheral blood,\textsuperscript{92} liver, and amniotic fluid.\textsuperscript{93} Although these MSCs isolated from differing tissues share some common identification markers, their differentiation abilities and gene-expression profiles vary greatly.

In the past decade, a group of stem-cell-like populations has been found in the circulation, known as circulating osteoprogenitor (COP) cells,\textsuperscript{94} which are considered surrogates of the marrow stem-cell population. These MSC-like cells have been studied extensively in ex vivo systems and can be isolated from the blood mononuclear cell population through their plastic adherence capacity and differentiation potential.\textsuperscript{94–96} Systemic infusion studies have shown that MSCs have limited capacity to cross the endothelial barrier, with poor migration to uninjured skeletal tissue. This is in
contrast to COP cells, which are fluid-phase, allowing them to cross the endothelial barrier.98

There are several types of COP cells, based on their adherence in culture and their differentiation profile, suggesting that these cells represent different developmental stages from hematopoietic/stromal cells in bone marrow. This reasoning has allowed COP cells to become a potentially feasible alternative to other sources of stem cells and potentially the first step in the development of new biomarkers for musculoskeletal disorders. Due to their strong mesenchymal potential, quantification of this population of COP cells should ensure a biological connection between this cell population and the most common biological and/or physical hallmarks of frailty.

Little was known about the normal reference range for COP cells in healthy conditions. To identify this reference range, we completed the COP Study.100 This was a cross-sectional study undertaken in 144 healthy volunteers in Western Sydney (20- to 90-year-olds, ten male and ten female subjects per decade). In this healthy population, we found an average percentage of COP cells (%COP) of 0.42 of the peripheral blood mononuclear cell population. In addition, we identified an age- and sex-independent reference range of %COP of 0.1%–3.8%. These results suggested that %COP may be compared to other components of the blood count (eg, neutrophils), which remain stable under healthy conditions, but are affected by disease, thus indicating changes in the bone marrow in response to stressors. For example, high %COP cells have been associated with calcific aortic stenosis101 and nonhereditary heterotopic calcification.102 In these cases, very high %COP in the circulation was associated with excessive endothelial and cartilage growth and calcification.

However, understanding the biological impact of low levels of COP cells remained unknown. Therefore, in the Nepean Osteoporosis and Frailty (NOF) study,103 we tested the hypothesis that low %COP levels were associated with frailty and disability. In this study, a random sample of community-dwelling and residential aged-care volunteers aged 65 years and older (mean age 82.8 years; n=77; 70% female; 27 robust, 23 prefrail, and 27 frail) was recruited, with frailty status determined using the Fried et al and Rockwood et al models. We found lower %COP to be associated with frailty, disability, and poor physical performance in participants with %COP in the lower quartile more likely to be frail (OR 2.65, 95% CI 2.72–3.15). Interestingly, when compared with serum IL-6 – one of the most widely used biomarkers for frailty9 – %COP showed a stronger correlation with the clinical indicators of frailty (Fried et al’s and Rockwood et al’s) and with physical performance and disability. In addition, preliminary analysis from NOF showed sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 89% of %COP for the diagnosis of frailty.

Lamin A and COP cells: a robust biomarker for frailty

The nuclear lamina is an assemblage of intermediate filament proteins that lies between the inner nuclear membrane and the nucleoplasm. Given its location, it serves many functions, including the regulation of gene expression, mobilizing a repressive/active chromatin environment, communication with the cytoskeleton by nuclear import and export, and sequestration of transcriptional factors across the nucleus.104–107 The lamina consists of a network of proteins called lamins, with three major lamins identified – A, B, and C, with lamin A/C involved in cell differentiation.

In aging MSCs, the nuclear lamina is believed to play an important role, assisting in their differentiation into myocytes and osteoblasts, while also regulating osteoblast function and survival.108 Lamin A is an intermediate filament of the lamina and plays a vital role in cell survival, replication, differentiation, and structural support to the nucleus.105 Interestingly, patients deficient in lamin A or with mutations in LMA4 suffer from a group of diseases known as laminopathies, which also include Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome,109 all of which affect bone and muscle.110 Furthermore, lamin A deficiency affects osteoblast differentiation and induces skeletal muscle abnormalities. Our team has shown that lamin A knockdown in MSCs inhibits osteoblastogenesis and decreases mineralization in vitro.110 In addition, low levels of lamin A were associated with high levels of fat infiltration of muscle and bone in a mouse model of progeria.111

Overall, lamin A plays an important role in MSC and musculoskeletal disease. As such, there is a potential impact on the aging process, in particular the progression from healthy aging to frailty and disability. Based on this current knowledge, we assessed lamin A expression in COP cells and hypothesized that lamin A COP had a strong association with frailty. As part of the COP Study, we initially quantified the normal reference range of lamin A COP for a healthy population, finding that, as with %COP, it remains stable in healthy aging individuals.112 We then analyzed the samples obtained from participants in the NOF Study, assessing lamin A COP in our three subpopulations.112 As an additional control, we used buccal swabs of epithelial...
cells to determine whether potential changes in lamin A expression were exclusive of COP cells as cells of mesenchymal origin.

Lamin A expression in buccal cells showed steady levels at all ages and no association with either disability or frailty. In contrast, low lamin A COP was strongly associated with frailty. Frail individuals showed 60% lower lamin A COP compared to robust subjects (95% CI –36 to –74%, P<0.001) and 62% lower levels compared to prefrail (95% CI –40 to –76%, P<0.001). The association between low lamin A COP and frailty was stronger than %COP alone. Despite this promising evidence supporting the use of %COP and lamin A-COP as biomarkers for frailty, further longitudinal studies assessing their sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value are still required.

**Biomarkers of frailty: future prospects**

With the advancement of scientific technology, analytical methods once too difficult and expensive to apply to many issues facing global medicine have been simplified and are increasingly being applied to aging and frailty. Currently, research on biomarkers indicating frailty is moving into the realm of genetic and proteomic research in the hunt for a unifying system of prediction and diagnosis of the condition.

Changes in the proteome of patients have been hypothesized as a unifying pathophysiological process underpinning accelerated progression into frailty. Researchers have begun to identify strong proteomic indicators of frailty in a range of targets, including angiotensin, antithrombin, haptoglobin, transferrin, and fibrinogen, all of which correlate with hallmark symptoms of the syndrome. Others have ventured deeper still, attempting to identify a genetic cause for the aberrations in protein expression. Genetic dysregulation provides a comprehensive explanation for the phenotypic changes seen in the development of frailty. However, identifying the specific genes involved remains a daunting task. It has been suggested that exploration of the genetic regulation of inflammation, metabolism, calcium homeostasis, cellular apoptosis, and neuromuscular interaction should be examined to aid in explaining the typical changes seen in frailty. This wide-spanning approach to identification of suitable genetic targets has been mirrored in the European FRAILOMIC initiative, in which a vast range of genetic and proteomic markers are to be examined and matched to the more classical serum and clinical biomarkers, in order to find the best correlations and predictors of onset and transitions from robust to disabled. In a similar manner, others are investigating circulating miRNA targets, with the hypothesis that they may drive the changes in protein and gene expression. miRNA has been suggested as the biological mechanism behind midlife physical decline and this has driven exploration into the area, with researchers finding a number of targets seemingly linked to the development of frailty.

**Conclusion**

Frailty presents an additional burden on older adults, with greater levels of weakness and inactivity observed when compared to age-matched counterparts, even when matched for comorbidities, demographics, sex, and age. The development and validation of clinical criteria have aided the diagnosis of frailty in research and clinical settings. These diagnostic tools, although clinically plausible, are not strictly associated with the biological changes of frailty, and may fail to distinguish between individuals who are frail or prefrail from normal elderly people. Therefore, a comprehensive diagnostic tool or test for frailty with biological elucidations is still missing.

As life expectancies increase worldwide, the incidence and clinical consequences of frailty will increase rapidly. Therefore, early diagnosis of frailty is pivotal to prevent disability and adverse outcomes. Given the lack of robust biomarkers for frailty, there is a growing necessity to undertake research aimed at identifying novel, practical, and reliable assessments. This will thus reduce the burden on the healthcare system through fewer and less intensive services and provide the opportunity for older persons to stay healthy and independent in the community for a longer period.
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